[Molecular mechanisms of G-proteins coupling with membrane receptors and second messenger systems].
G-proteins transmit the signals from hormone receptors onto intracellular effector systems which take part in production of the second messengers such as cAMP, IP3, DAG and Ca2+. Molecular mechanisms of G-protein participation in the coupling of the seven-domain receptors to adenylate cyclase, phospholipase C and channels for Ca2+ and K+ ions are discussed in this paper. G-protein is a heterotrimers built of alpha-, beta- and gamma-subunits, which dissociate onto alpha- and beta gamma-subunits during interaction with hormone-receptor complex. alpha-subunit as well as beta gamma-dimmer may interact with effector system that leads to acceleration or slowing down of second messengers formation. Molecular mechanisms of such regulatory signal diversification are described. Seven-domain receptors possess very high recognition specificity of G-proteins. It is defined by combination of both alpha- and beta gamma-subunits in the G-protein structure. There is well-defined interaction specificity of G-protein alpha-subunit with effector systems. Combinations of different beta- and gamma-subunits involved in complex formation define interaction specificity of G-protein beta gamma-complex with effector systems. The highest interaction specificity of receptors with G-proteins and G-proteins with effector systems is found during triple complex formations: receptor--G-protein--effector. Such specificity is stronger in living cells than in membrane preparations. It can be an evidence of intracellular factors influence on the processes of interaction of the proteins involved in transmembrane regulatory signal transduction.